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ABSTRACT 

Understanding how business process work is a mandatory requirement for operational performance 
improvement and innovation. The organisation considered in this paper has utilised a modelling approach 
to develop a measurement framewo rk for condition monitoring of its business operations. The 
engineering definitions of condition monitoring is analysed' and extended to non traditional areas of 
human assets. Authors have proposed 'condition monitoring' as measurement methods for work in 
progress (WIP), earned value management, and accrual management. The benefits of modelling the 
business process and application of condition monitoring are substantial improvement in asset utilisation, 
improvement of productivity and profitability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding business processes is a mandatory requirement to performance improvement and 
innovation. [n this case study, we look at the relationship between business modelling and creating 
change in an organisation. The firm under study is called firm - TF - mainly for the purpose of 
confidentiality. It has been experimenting with' modelling for many years and IDDk at the business 
environment it Dperates in and hDw changes to the environment are influencing to invest large sums in 
modelling in many forms. Of specific interest to us is the type Df model that leads tD better asset 
utilisation and the means of measuring work in progress through the applicatiDn of the principles of 
conditiDn mDnitoring. 

2. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

2.1 Modelling Business Processes 

Generally, the longer a modelling technique has been in existence and the more significant it is to the 
community that interprets the model then the mnre formal the model and the rules surrounding its 
Construction and operation become. A metaphDr for what Henry Mintzberg has identified is the inevitable 
trend towards mechanised bureaucracy in organisations [[] . This is an interesting parallel thought since 
bureaucracy is a lUliversal model Df Drganisational design based on legitimate and fDrmal systems of 
~uthority manifest as a fonnalisation of business rules, structures, chains of cDnunand [2]. However, the 
Deus here is Dn how the business processes can be modell ed and to what end these processes can be 

applIed. Of particular interest is the relationship between the means of measuring those processes through 
~vo k' 

I' In process (WIP) concepts. 

C bUSi?ess process under study was firs! conceived as the means of operating a production line in the 
egtnnmg Dfthe 20'" century [3]. This is well know through the writings of people like Max Weber, F.W. 
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Taylor and practices by industrialists such as Henry Ford. However, over time business processes have 
come to represent the whole gambit of organisational operations that link related tasks to produce 
something of value to the customer [4]. Common with all types of modelling, business process modelling 
is something that occurs in many fomls and for many purposes. Some purposes require highly detailed 
models, such as when an organisation completes a response to a tender. [n this case a model projecting 
the changes that are going to occur in the transfer of a major govemment asset to private hands wi ll be 
developed. The tender response model may cost as much as AUD $20 million (TF has spent as much as 
this on responding to a tender) and take many years to build. The model will be included with the tender 
response. The purpose, of which, is to enable the committee that is evaluating the tender responses to 
understand, in detail, what TF is proposing. Since tbe assets that are being put up for tender are public 
assets and may be worth billions of dollars (such as a major hospital, airport or railroad), then the detail 
contained in the model is proportionately complex and should allow the evaluation committee to evaluate 
the future of the asset over many years. Details provided by the proposed operators concerni ng the 
performance of the asset needs to be finely tuned. It is often an outcome requirement of the evaluation 
process that, service level agreements are established covering perfonnance response to failures to deliver 
the service tendered for. 

l ralnlnc 

"- _._-_.----------

Figure I: Basic Work now Model 

In many cases models may be relatively simple and a series of bubbles delimiting work flows between 
workers may be all that is required. An example of such a model is contained in Figure I : Basic 
Workflow Model 

In this model - the ovals - represent a role being performed and - the arrowed lines - a flow of 
information between the respective roles. All of the arrows are double headed to ensure that there is a 
feedback between the sender and receiver. The benefit of this model is that tile interaction between the 
workers can be easily represented. This model shows the interaction in TF's electrical division between 
work roles. However, as previously stated the model has to be sufficient for its purpose and an important 
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. ent therefore, is to know what the users of the model are going to do with it. [n the TF example, 
re~u~:'~ctive is to be able to optimise the int~raction between th~ people performing tbe role and 
th. i Iy from the optimisatIOn to enable mnovatlon to occur. There IS a need for good understandmg of 
ulu~a e of the core processes to meet the customer demands. In the field of operations management this 
:~~n~\;n as the strategy fannulation process [5] and confornls to the first step in systems dynamics - the 

conceptualisation phase [6]. 

2.2 Operational Performance Improvement 

I a business environment enables TF to achieve an outcome in linear flow where inputs are progressively 
:ansferred to outputs to meet a customer demand [7]. An example of such a flow is illustrated in Figure 
2: Rracess Model Value Chain. 

~ 

. :'c , Nt: ,FOR E~ . UTILITIES . , 
L-

MISSION: To provide the highest standard and lowest cost of service to Electrical Utilities 

ESTIMATION PI ANNING WQBISS t;;QQBQI~~IIQ~ 
FUNCTIONAL To ensure that Electrical Utilitie To ensure work Is planned To dispatch teams 10 planned 

OBJECTIVES: receive accurate job quotes so that all teams are active work and make adjustments 
within a prescribed tlmeframe. and productivity Is maximised . reflecting reality. 

CORE • JOb'Dala Ca ,~, Estimation ~ Approval ") Planning ) 
Provide 

PROCESSES: Information p Management, AccePtanc~ 

~, I ,II . Number of quality network repairs undertaken on time and withi n budget I 

Process estimates on time Improve & develop personal skills 
Objective Increase job satisfa'clion Reduce client complaints 

Improve oulcomes from dealing with difficult jobs 

Improve • Share job Improve D Increase management knowledge compuler skill • Improve 
Process computer communlcalio • InCrease job. No of tech communlcatio 

speed Regular rolation & bett guidance doc skiJls 
meetings priorJiisalion produced 

II ""&~~:~or Development of staff skills 
Progress of inilJalives to encourage innovatlon and to improve efficiency 

Figure 2: Process Model Value Chain 

in this model there are activities that directly affect the creating of the output and there are other activities 
that do ·not directly affect but are important facilitators. Where this process includes external parties to 
ifF, such as the suppliers of TF, it is Imown as Supply Chain Management. Where the process is internal 
~nd destgned to improve internal processes then it is know as business process improvements (BPI) [8]. 
~~tdenttficalton of this representation has been popularised over many years by many academics; some 

~ e more notable are Michael Porter and Michael Hammer. In Porter's case, his contribution was to 
etter. und~rstand the strategic purpose of TF [9]. In Hammer's it was to enable business process 
~cngtneenng to Occur [10]. [n both of these examples, the underpirming objective is to encourage 
::provements to the operations of TF. BPI ' s target is to try to enable the transfonnation of the input to 
e;' o~tput either faster, cheaper, to a higher quality level or all of these with greater efficiency and 
irn ecttveness. A question is whether the bubble model was sufficient as a model to allow business process 
onir~~:ment to occur. Porter, Hammer and many other academics and practitioners, have identified not 

11 need to Improve processes but also the need to irmovate processes. 
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2.3 Innovation 

Innovation is a subtle activity tban business process improvement and requires the right condition to be in 
place for ilUlovation to occur [II]. Several researchers, including Eric von Hippel and Peter Senge, have 
undertaken considerable research into the phenomenon of innovation and have concluded that to enable 
innovation to occur then an engagement must occur between a wide number of parties. They have also 
identified that innovation is something that cannot be forced. Senge, in his book, The Fifth Discipline, has 
identified that there are five component technologies that are converging to innovate learning 
organisations; Systems Thinking; Personal Mastery; Mental Models; Building a Shared Vision; Team 
Learning [12]. An important question however, that must be asked is how do you Imow the conditions are 
right, in the first place, for innovation to occur? Furthermore, is it possible to place a value on those 
factors, so that the value of one team can be assessed as greater than the value of another team. In other 
words is additional capability more latent in the first team over the second? These questions are simialr to 
those being asked in the field of system dynamics [13], but also differ in their specificity and that the 
ultimate goal of TF is to understand the comparative value of intellectual assets in their organisational 
context. 

3. CASE STUDY 

TF has been operating as a services supplier to utilities in Australia for more than twenty years. In 
addition, by employing the same business model as exists in Australia, TF has expanded its operations 
into New Zealand, Asia and recently into the Middle East. 

3.1 Backgronnd of the Study 

In Australia infrastructural deregulation has occurred during the past twenty or so years. The motivation 
for the deregulation has been tbe trend in economic rationalisation tbat started in the 1970's and became a 
global phenomenon throughout the 1990's and beginning of tbis century. As a consequence of the 
deregulation, Electrical , Water, Transportation, Telecommunication and other basic govenUllent utilities 
have been outsourced or divested, in part, or in some cases completely of their operations [14]. 

TF was established at the time the process of deregulation in Australia. However, for the Utilities being 
deregulated as well as for TF, the process of deregulation was not highly structured or consistent 
throughout the country. In Australia, State Governments own the Utilities and they are compelled to 
cOl]loratise utility assets as a consequence of a national competition policy that was legislated by the 
Central Federal Government [15]. However, in each Australian State deregulation has occurred at a 
varying pace and with different local interpretations of the rules. In short, there were no prior models that 
existed that would have allowed the Governments, the Utilities, or TF to see a roadmap of how the 
business domain should evolve. In addition, the political process driving the deregulation varied over the 
years as a consequence of the changing of political parties that is part of the democratic condition. And 
finally, lobbying from third party bodies such as the union movement, or capitalist business interests 
seeking opportunities to sell new infrastructure equipment or processes added to the inconsistencies of tbe 
deregulation process. 

Therefore, TF ' s operational processes business evolved, often lagging behind the opportunities that were 
captured by TF's sales efforts. A good example of this is a recent opportunity in the telecommunicatiops 
broad band project in Australia, announced by the Federal Govenullenl. As a consequence there bas 
occurred a rapid mobilisation of resources to develop systems and approaches to meet the needs of tbe 
opportunity. In effect, the lack of a clear and consistent model has meant that many business processes 
within TF are established on ad-hoc basis and contain inconsistencies and redundancies. Coupled with 
this situation is that environmental instability has brought on an inevitable consolidation in the industrX 
and smaller players have been and are being swallowed up by major players. 
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"3.2 Efforts related to business processes 

During the past, there have been several computer systems developed by TF to capture the data that drives 
{he business. There have also been different variations of the bubble model [figure I] explored. 
Additionally, there have been attempts at alternating the centralising and decentralisation operational 
hierarchy of TF. The current direction of TF is to centralise operations, so that all electrical business is 
planned to be grouped under one central team, waste m~nagement is grouped under another team, etc. 
Prior to this change eacb bus lOess hne was managed III a geograpluc manner, so that tbe Western 
Australian operation had a single management team responsible for all business lines; waste, water, 
electrical and so on. The same condition applied in other states and territories. Regardless of the way in 
which TF 's chain of command flows and in spite of the type of utility that it is providing service to, the 
core operations of TF follow a fairly consistent work pattem not dissimilar (0 the one illustrated in the 
bubble diagram [figure I]. The conUTIon characteristics of this operational process are that the work 
required is identified, an estimate is made. The estimate is accepted or rejected and then detailed planning 
of how the work is going to be performed takes place. Tbe work is then scheduled and the labour 
undertaken by the workers to perform the job. The labour time, and resources such as plant utilised or 
materials consumed and other expenses are recorded and the customer is invoiced. Regardless of whether 
the work is undertaken for a water utility or an electrical utility or the work is in telecommunications or a 
transportation infrastructure it follows a similar core process., 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED MODELS 

The models that have been developed in TF is focused to have a common outcome, namely to enable the 
transformation of the input to tile output faster, cheaper, to a higher quality level or all of these with 
greater efficiency and effectiveness. 

Assets for TF are regarded as all people performing labour, all plant utilised in labour activities, and 
material consumed in labour activities. This view of assets is a different view from the normal way that 
assets are considered in an organisation, but is consistent with the greater definition of an asset -
resources controlled by the entity as a result of past events and ji'O/n which future economic benefits are 
expected to flow [16]. Assets in TF are considered as eminently disposable. As the business cycle waxes 
and wanes then TF will acquire more assets or,dispose of assets as appropriate. Therefore, having good 
computer systems that captures the productivity of assets and their utilisation is important. As good as the 
computer systems are, they can only achieve their potential if the data being captured is accurate, timely, 
complete and relevant to the organisation [17]. TF has found that there are inherent inaccuracies in the 
data it is able to capture around assets. Human assets are fickle and always difficult to monitor. However, 
there is a symbiotic relationship between the human asset and the plant asset. Therefore, measurement 
concepts such as those manifest in 'condition monitoring ' are seen as a means of being able to capture 
useful information about the utilisation of the human/plant asset. Knowing where the asset is in the value 
chain [figure 2] then becomes extremely important. Unfortunately for this plan to be success till then the 
knowledge domain for condition monitoring; which is usually focused on (he engineering or mechanical 
systems rather than the human or services systems; needs to be refocused within a more holistic 
measurement medium. 

4.1 Condition Monitoring 

A search through the key words of many of the more recent articles shows that the authors of these 
articles believe that condition monitoring is a sitllation that is related to mechanical and electronic 
equipment such as, induction motors, wind turbines, electrical machines, machine tools, and so on, 
Although, clustered amongst the mechanical and electronics applications are references to other 
application areas for condition monitoring such as with databases and data streams [18]; or to 
phYSiological condition monitoring that is applied to monitoring the health ofprematllfe babies [19]; or to 
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biological health and air quality condition monitoring of forests [20]. Our investigation shows that the 
measurement principles embraced by condition monitoring is wide and varied and that condition 
monitoring can be thought of as a framework that can be applied across a broad scope of discipline areas 
such as information technologists, in medicine, and in forestry and environmental management and human 
assets. 

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

TF has proposed 'condition monitoring' as measurement methods for work in progress (WIP), earned 
value management, and accrual management. These are all interrelated and lead to the financial reporting 
and financial management. TF proposed estab lishing a regime whereby these elements are captured and 
reporting is then built around the three main models expressed in figures I, 2 and 3. There are twelve 
primary methods, however what is important is the relationship - the arrowed lines - between these 
methods. Significantly, in the diagram [figure 3] not all of the lines have double headed arrows. There 
are two primary measurement methods namely, condition monitoring and work in progress (WIP) . These 
are considered as base or primalY drivers to the other methods with there being a focus on an infomlation 
flow towards the higher measurement criteria of Management and Financial Reporting. 

,.' 

Figure 3: Measurement Interrelationship 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The significance of this paper is to provide an understanding on how business process works in a service 
sector. Authors have utilised a modelling approach to develop a measurement framework for monitoring 
business operations of an Australian firm from service industlY. The engineering definitions of condition 
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monitoring is analysed and extended to non traditional areas of human assets. [t is observed that without 
cross-pollination from other disciplines condition monitoring may become less relevant to non traditional 
areas. Authors have proposed 'condition monitoring' as measurement methods for work in progress 
(WlP), earned value management, and accrual management. These are all interrelated and lead to the 
fi.nancial reporting and financial management. This model is applicable to businesses involved in building 
and maintaining electrical transmission and distribution services, whether they are provided underground 
or over ground services for non traditional areas such as human assets and Intellectual assets. 
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